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Vanessa Enríquez (b. 1973, Mexico City, Mexico) lives and works in
Berlin. She is a transdisciplinary artist whose work centres on an
expanded approach to drawing as a contemplative and inquisitive
practice - a method of investigating concepts and phenomena
proposed by physics and non-dual philosophies. With tools
ranging from ink to magnetic tape, she unfolds geometries on
paper or in space that refer to the multidimensional nature of
reality, recognise the material as well as the immaterial and defy
the viewer’s perception. 

Enríquez received a BFA in Graphic Design in Mexico City and an
MFA from Yale University in 2000. She has been awarded grants
by the Pollock-Krasner Foundation, the Stiftung Kunstfonds and
the Mexican National Fund for Culture and Arts. Her work has been
exhibited in institutions such as the Aomori Centre for
Contemporary Art, Japan (2022); the Drawing Lab, Paris (2021);
Querétaro Museum of Contemporary Art (MACQ) (2019); the
Museum of Contemporary Art in Oaxaca (MACO)(2020); and the
Museum of Contemporary Art Juan Soriano in Cuernavaca, Mexico
(2021), among others.



Intermittence, 2023
Processed VHS magnetic tape
160 x 111 x 1.3 cm
£7,800



Cosmic Mountain I (swish), 2021
Etched copper plate, wood
50 x 41 cm x 8 cm
£2,400

Cosmic Mountain II (swish), 2021
Etched copper plate, wood
50 x 41 cm x 8 cm
£2,400



Every so often, 2023
Processed VHS magnetic tape
76 x 60 x 1.3 cm
£2,200



Amalgama Art is a London-based cultural programme
devoted to championing and exhibiting the work of
women artists from Latin America, Spain and Portugal:
Ibero-America. Our timely goal is to challenge current
gender disparities in the art world, through group and
solo exhibitions, publications and a public programme of
workshops, art history courses, podcasts and talks to
increase the visibility and participation of these artists.  

www.artamalgama.com
Instagram:  @womenartistslatinamerica

jane@artamalgama.com

Prices do not include packing & shipping

Buy the art you love, pay over time
We have partnered with Art Money to help you finance

your next acquisition. Get in touch to find out more 


